Turning Supplier Risk Issues into Opportunities

“How fast can we do supplier risk assessments? Not nearly fast enough.”
Without targeted insights to speed the process, supplier assessments take months, rather than weeks.

Focused intelligence makes everyone look smart.
With embedded intelligence and context, you can quickly assess all supplier risk and fast-track the right action.

“Scoring 38,137 suppliers manually is beyond unmanageable. I can barely do my top 100.”
Scoring only the top few suppliers makes supplier segmentation hard and misses critical signals.

Score all your suppliers, every single one of them.
With automatically generated risk scores and better segmentation, it’s easy to spot developing trends across more suppliers.

“This mountain of supplier information is burying what really matters.”
There’s no shortage of risk information. But how do you find what’s truly relevant?

Have 500,000 eyes looking at the right things.
Receiving alerts relevant to your suppliers helps you avoid costly business disruptions.

“If everyone has a different version of the truth, which one is true?”
Without a unified supplier record, it’s only a matter of time until someone engages an at-risk vendor.

Demand the sanctity of your supplier record.
Having one place to get supplier information enables everyone to avoid risky decisions.

“I believe in our corporate values. I’m just not sure our 35,000 suppliers feel the same way.”
Your corporate policies need to extend to your suppliers or it could be damaging to your brand and business.

An ethical supply chain is no longer an oxymoron.
Source responsibly when you evaluate, select and monitor suppliers.

Lower costs. Save time. Assess more suppliers. Be a hero.
SAP Ariba Supplier Risk. Providing targeted risk intelligence to make smart, safe procurement decisions.